
SIMPLE PAST TENSE   
Complete the text using Simple Past Tense of the verbs in brackets

Hi Mike,
I am writing this letter to tell you about my last summer holiday. I ________(want) a nice
holiday so I ________(plan) everything in detail. Firstly, I ________(buy) the tickets for
Tina and me. We ________(arrive) at the airport on time. The journey ________(be) a bit
tiring so we ________(relax) for an hour at the hotel. Then, I ________(swim) in the sea
but Tina ________(be) sitting at the beach. We ________(have) dinner at the restaurant.
The meals ________(be) delicious. We ________(go) back to the bedroom and
________(sleep). The next day ________(be) perfect. I ________(try) paragliding and
she ________(go) mountain biking. I ________(like) the feeling on the sky. It ________(be)
amazing. In the afternoon, we ________(visit) a huge museum. There ________(be) a lot of
ancient clothes and belongings. At 21.10, we ________(arrive) at the airport and
________(come) back home at 23.00. It ________(be) a fabulous holiday for us. I am
looking forward to having your letter.
Take care,
Sheila

Read the text and circle «T» for true, «F» for false statements

1. They went on holiday by car.

2. Tina didn’t swim in the sea.

3. Sheila liked paragliding.

4. They visited the museum on the first day.

5. The holiday was great.

T / F
T / F
T / F
T / F
T / F

Fill in the Simple Past Tense of the verbs in the box

1. I _______ a lot of fun at his birthday party yesterday.
2. My mum _______ a delicious cake for my sister.
3. My brother and I _______ a horror movie last night.
4. Bob _______ a story book about robots.
5. I _______ to the cinema with my classmates last weekend.
6. Ted _______ tennis after lunch.
7. I _______ my homework at 22.00.
8. My father _______ at the hospital.
9. Sophia _______ me with the housework.
10. Joshua _______ very carefully.
11. The boss _______ the room angrily.
12. I _______ an old friend two days ago.
13. Emma _______ her arm last week.

help
read
leave
make
do
go
break
work
drive
play
watch
have


